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SHINYANGA SOIL CONSERVATION PROGRAMME
(HASHI)

Tanzania

PROJECT SUMMARY

KEY FACTS

The Shinyanga Soil Conservation Programme, better known
by its Swahili acronym HASHI (Hifadhi Ardhi Shinyanga) ran
from 1986 to 2004, with the aim of restoring the degraded
Shinyanga region of northwest Tanzania. Christened
the “Desert of Tanzania” in the mid-1980s by President
Julius Nyerere, the region’s miombo woodland had been
decimated by decades of forest clearing (partly for tsetse
fly eradication) and forced resettlement under Tanzania’s
“villagisation” programme.

EQUATOR PRIZE WINNER: 2002
FOUNDED: 1986
LOCATION: Shinyanga Region, Tanzania
BENEFICIARIES: 833 villages
BIODIVERSITY: 145 bird species, 152 tree and shrub species

The intervention brought together an array of government
and international partners, but recognized that the key to
the area’s reforestation lay in putting local communities
at the forefront of these efforts. A traditional system of
enclosures, or ngitili, was reintroduced, and Sukuma agropastoralists were given responsibility for conserving forest
plots. The result was that by 2004, at least 350,000 hectares
of ngitili had been restored or created in 833 villages across
the region.
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Background and Context

Loss of an indigenous resource management system

Lying south of Lake Victoria, the Shinyanga Region of northwest
Tanzania is dominated by a semi-arid landscape, home to almost
three million people, with a high population density of 42 people per
square kilometre. Shinyanga is one of Tanzania’s poorest regions, its
low hills and plains characterized by long dry summers with only 700
mm of rainfall a year on average. The predominant tribe in the region
is the Sukuma, agro-pastoralists whose major crops include maize,
sorghum, millet, cassava, cotton, and rice. Over 80 percent of the
population owns and manages livestock on communal rangelands.

These trends led to the erosion of an ancient system of land
management that the Sukuma had used to conserve livestock
fodder for the dry season. This system, known as ngitili, entailed
enclosures of fodder reserves for use by individual households or
communities by maintaining an area of standing fodder until the
next rains. Ngitili are divided into sections; each section is completely
grazed before the next is opened. Family or individual reserves are
established on an individual’s land; communal reserves can be made
on any land suitable for dry-season grazing. Communal ngitili are
often found along riverbeds and hill areas. Under the traditional
land system, ownership and management of land tenure rights over
ngitili and land in Shinyanga were governed by local by-laws. The
introduction of the Villages and Ujamaa Villages Act in 1975 meant

Between 1986 and 2004, the region was the setting for the Shinyanga
Soil Conservation Programme, better known by its Swahili acronym
HASHI (for Hifadhi Ardhi Shinyanga.) HASHI was initiated by
President Julius Nyerere after he visited the region in 1984 and
was shocked by the extent of deforestation. By the mid-1980s,
Shinyanga had become known as the “Desert of Tanzania’. Decades
of unsustainable land management practices had exacerbated the
region’s environmental decline, but the roots of this degradation
lay in a pre-Second World War forest clearing program. Shinyanga
had previously been extensively covered in miombo and acacia
woodlands, which provided fodder for livestock and fuel for Sukuma
agro-pastoralists. These forests also acted as a reservoir for the tsetse
fly, however, which transmitted a parasitic disease, trypanosomiasis,
to both humans and cattle. In the 1920s, the colonial authorities
instituted a programme through which local people were paid to
cut down large areas of woodland. This was largely successful in
eradicating the tsetse fly, and also opened up new grazing land for
the Sukuma, but vastly impacted the ecological health of the region.
As populations of human and livestock rapidly increased in the latter
half of the twentieth century, demand for fuelwood and cropland
also increased. This led to the overgrazing of pasture and woodland,
while large areas of land were devoted to growing cash crops such
as cotton and tobacco, leaving little land for growing food crops.
Additionally, President Nyerere’s 1970s “villagisation” programme
forced families to abandon homesteads and move into newly
created settlements.
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household assets – including houses, farms, and ngitili – were often
abandoned by households moving to collective settlements. The
new village pattern, although administratively advantageous, made
traditional adaptation to local ecological conditions more difficult.
These conditions were simultaneously worsening due to continued
population growth and the expansion of cultivated areas. In turn,
these factors resulted in two distinct challenges: rapid deterioration
in soil condition, and a shortage of wood for fuel. Many households
had to travel more than ten kilometres to gather firewood, a task
typically carried out by women.

Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD) and the
World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF). The striking success of the project
stemmed from the rich ecological knowledge and strong traditional
institutions of the region’s Sukuma agro-pastoralists, however. In
2004, the programme was officially succeeded by the Natural Forest
Resources Management and Agroforestry Centre (NAFRAC), but the
ngitili system remains in place. Ngitili are currently thought to cover
as much as 500,000 hectares of land.
Benefits of ecosystem restoration resulting from the HASHI project
include higher household incomes from agro-pastoralism, better
diets, and greater livelihood security for families in the region.
Biodiversity has benefited too, with increases in tree, shrub, grass,
and herb varieties, as well as bird and mammal species. Many herb
varieties have been harvested for sale locally for their medicinal uses.
Farmers have also benefitted from improved agroforestry practices,
such as planting nitrogen-fixing species that have helped to increase
agricultural productivity. The HASHI project and its international
partners also trained more than 150 teachers to help raise awareness
of environmental issues in the region’s village schools.

HASHI: a lasting legacy in Shinyanga
By the mid-1980s, only 600 hectares of documented ngitili remained.
Beginning in 1986, Hifadhi Ardhi Shinyanga revived this system to
promote the restoration of vegetation in protected enclosures. By
the close of the project in 2004, at least 350,000 hectares of ngitili,
including private woodlots, had been restored or created in 833
villages, encompassing a population of 2.8 million rural dwellers.
The programme was run and mostly funded by the Tanzanian
government, along with significant long-term support from the
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Key Activities and Innovations

Prior to the inception of HASHI, attempts at reforestation launched
by Tanzania’s government and development agencies such as
the World Bank had largely failed to stem the loss of indigenous
woodland in Shinyanga. The HASHI project’s approach differed to
previous attempts in its emphasis on working closely with local
people, first to identify areas requiring urgent land restoration, and
then to restore them according to customary practice. Field officers
employed by the Division of Forestry and Beekeeping in the Ministry
of Natural Resources and Tourism worked closely with both district
government staff and village government authorities.

encouraged to plant trees around homesteads (particularly fruit
and shade trees), field boundaries, and farm perimeters. This helped
improve soil fertility and provide firewood, and had the benefit of
helping to demarcate farmers’ land and formalize land rights within
villages.
Environmental awareness was increased and villagers were
empowered through a variety of different tools. These included
video, theatre, newsletters, and workshops to demonstrate the
links between soil conservation, forest restoration, and livelihood
security. Participatory rural appraisal methods helped villagers to
identify local natural resource problems and agree on solutions.
Farmers and villagers received training in how to best manage their
ngitili. For example, HASHI and ICRAF technicians provided advice
on which indigenous species were best suited to enrich farms soils
or create dense boundary plantings.

Combining local knowledge and international assistance
The early success of the project was also boosted by external
technical and financial assistance. By 1987, HASHI was operational,
and by 1989 it had attracted additional long-term support from
the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD).
Technical guidance and information was also provided by the
Nairobi-based International Centre for Research in Agroforestry
(ICRAF), known as the World Agroforestry Centre since 2002. ICRAF
studies had documented appropriate vegetation and grazing
management practices, and noted the important role played
by traditional knowledge and local institutions such as ngitili in
successful land management.

Organic growth and scaling of the initiative
Sufficiently equipped with scientific knowledge, and actively
engaged in revitalising a traditional practice, village communities
across Shinyanga gradually broadened the use of ngitili from soil
and fodder conservation to production of a wide range of woodland
goods and services. Products such as timber, fodder, fuelwood,
medicinal herbs, wild fruits, honey, and edible insects enhanced
livelihoods and provided a vital safety net during dry seasons and
droughts. This flexibility in the application of ngitili probably helped
to widen its appeal and increase its uptake rate. While restoration
efforts initially proceeded gradually, restoration efforts had begun to
spread rapidly through the region by the early 1990s.

Initial project objectives
The project initially comprised reforestation activities and
environmental awareness-raising. In most villages, HASHI field
officers used residual natural seed and root stock to restore ngitili
enclosures. In others, active tree planting (first of exotic species, later
of the indigenous tree species preferred by local people) was carried
out, especially around homesteads. Some of the restored ngitili
dated back to pre-villagisation days, while others were newly created
by farmers and villages. In addition to restoring ngitili, villagers were

Reforestation rooted in local capacity and institutions
The widespread success of the HASHI approach has been put down
to its high level of community empowerment, unusual among other
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1980s rural development programmes. The use of ngitili as the
vehicle for restoration efforts, and the involvement of traditional
Sukuma institutions and village governments to oversee the process
helped to ensure this success. Elected village governments officially
managed communal ngitili, and also acted as final arbiter in disputes
regarding individually owned ngitili, while in practice traditional
institutions played an equally important role in most villages. For
example, while each village set its own rules for ngitili restoration and
management, most also used traditional community guards known
as Sungusungu and community assemblies known as Dagashida to
enforce them. The Dagashida is led by Sukuma elders, and decides
which sanctions to impose on individuals caught breaking ngitili
management rules, for example by grazing livestock on land set
aside for regeneration.

laws, once ratified at the district level, were recognized as legitimate
by the national government.

The rules in place to ensure the management of ngitili are backed
by monetary fines (mchenya). In one village, herders caught grazing
cattle illegally inside an ngitili are fined 20,000 Tanzanian shillings
(approximately USD 14). There is a similar penalty for illegally felling
a tree inside an ngitili. For more serious crimes, such as burning
vegetation in an enclosed area, pastoralists are fined a live cow,
which is then slaughtered. If disputes can’t be adjudicated by the
Dagashida, they can be referred to the lower judicial and district
courts for resolution.
While the creation of ngitili areas was not always entirely democratic
in every village, the overall trend was one of increasing local
responsibility and accountability of these local institutions. HASHI
field officers worked to strengthen these official and traditional
governance institutions using the provisions of Tanzania’s 1999
Village Land Act, which allowed village governments to approve bylaws that legally enshrine the conservation of local ngitili. Such by-
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Impacts

BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS

Improved diversity of flora and fauna

Increasing biological diversity was not the principal objective of the
Shinyanga Soil Conservation Programme, with the emphasis instead
on improving agricultural productivity in the region. However,
restoring the goods and services provided by woodlands through
the regeneration and planting of indigenous trees has also led to the
regeneration of a variety of tree species, as well as grasses and herbs.
Some fauna species have also returned to the area.

The project has benefitted a total of 152 different species of trees
and shrubs, predominantly through the restoration of young
trees in ngitili where previously scrub wasteland had stood. More
than 60 species of tree have been used by local people for various
purposes, including medicines, fruits and vegetables, fuelwood,
timber, handicrafts, fodder, fencing, thatch, and shelter. Thirteen
grass genera and twenty-five herb genera are now commonly found
in restored areas of vegetation. Communal ngitili help to restore
degraded areas on hills and river edges, reduce soil erosion, and
conserve catchment areas.

Extent of reforestation through enclosures
In 1986, about 600 hectares of documented ngitili enclosures
existed in Shinyanga. A survey of 172 sample villages in the late
1990s revealed 18,607 ngitili (284 communal, the rest owned
by households) covering roughly 78,122 hectares. Based on this
sample, HASHI project managers estimated that more than 350,000
hectares of land in Shinyanga were in use as ngitili, with nine in ten
inhabitants of Shinyanga’s 833 villages enjoying access to ngitili
goods and services. A more recent history of the project conducted
by the World Agroforestry Centre has claimed that the extent of
ngitili has been underestimated in official records, with a likely total
of more than 500,000 ha of land currently in enclosures.

Wildlife has in some cases returned to the area, especially in the case
of birds, thanks to improved miombo and acacia forest cover for
nesting. A total of 145 bird species are now found in Shinyanga that
were previously locally rare or extinct, including seven restrictedrange species. Hyenas and other mammal species such as wild pigs,
deer, hare, and rabbits are now also common, which has resulted in
some cases of human-wildlife conflict. In general, however, the costs
of wildlife damage, estimated at an average USD 63 per family per
year in 2004, are greatly outweighed by the economic gains from
ngitili in most villages.

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS

Approximately 60% of the ngitili are privately owned, with the rest
being managed by village governments or institutions such as
schools, community-based organizations, churches, and mosques. It
is estimated that some 90% of the farmers who keep livestock, and
50% of crop growers, now have their own ngitili. They vary greatly
in terms of both their size and maturity. In the eastern part of the
region, an area of relatively low rainfall, ngitili of 500 ha are quite
common, but in the more populous central and western areas,
where there is more rainfall, they may be less than a few hectares in
size. In 2003, communal enclosures averaged 164 hectares in size,
while individual plots averaged 2.3 hectares.

Quantitative benefits: The social and economic benefits of ngitili¬based vegetation restoration were quantified by a ten-person task
force launched by the Tanzanian government and IUCN in 2004,
which combined detailed field research among 240 households in
12 villages with market surveys and other data analysis to measure
HASHI’s positive impacts. This study estimated the cash value of
benefits from ngitili in Shinyanga at USD 14 per person per month.
This is significantly higher than the average monthly spending per
person in rural Tanzania, which in 2004 was USD 8.50.
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These cash values arise from the use of a variety of products that can
be harvested from ngitili by households. Of the 16 natural products
that are most commonly harvested, fuelwood, timber, and medicinal
plants were found to be of greatest economic value to households.
Other valuable outputs include fodder, thatch-grass for roofing, and
wild foods such as bush meat, fruit, vegetables, and honey.

Table 1: Average annual value of 16 major natural resource
products harvested from ngitili in Bukombe District
Per household

USD 1,190

Per village

USD 700,00

Per district

USD 89.6

Qualitative benefits – improved wellbeing: In surveyed villages, up
to 64% of households reported that they were better off due to the
benefits derived from ngitili. The task force, headed by Professor
Monela of Tanzania’s Sokoine University of Agriculture, concluded
that ngitili restoration demonstrates the importance of tree-based
natural resources to the economies of local people and offers a
significant income source to supplement agriculture, helping to
diversify livelihoods across the Shinyanga region.

Table 2: Reduction in time spent collecting natural resources
Fuelwood

2-6 hours per day

Poles

1-5 hours per harvest

Thatch

1-6 hours per harvest

Water

1-2 hours per day

Fodder

3-6 hours per harvest

The study also went on to document the associated social benefits of
income generation. Maintaining ngitili has enabled some villagers to
pay school fees, purchase new farm equipment, and hire agricultural
labour, mainly thanks to sales of timber and other wood products.
Income generated by communal ngitili, meanwhile, has been used
by community-based organisations to build classrooms, village
offices, and healthcare centres. Private ngitili can also increase a
farmer’s land value. The trend of steadily increasing numbers of
enclosures may reflect a shift from common property to private
ownership within Shinyanga.

Table 3: Percentage of households in seven districts across
Shinyanga using ngitili products
Diversify diet

22%

Provide animal fodder and forage

21%

Collect medicinal plants

14%

Collect fuelwood

61%

Pay for children’s education

36%

The new abundance of fruits, vegetables, and edible insects has
also improved local health, while easy access to thatched grass has
improved housing. Raised water tables due to soil conservation have
increased water supplies within villages. The sale of many locallyavailable medicinal plants has also proved to be a viable livelihood
option. Scientists from Heidelberg University, Germany, have worked
with HASHI researchers to document the uses of twenty popular
herbal medicines. Traditional healers in Shinyanga represent an
effective rural health care system, but the overharvesting of medicinal
plants had led to significant degradation. A local association of 32
herbalists has credited the HASHI project with protecting areas
where its members gather medicinal plants.

Source: Monela et al, IUCN, 2004.

Villagers, particularly women, are able to save considerable time by
no longer having to walk long distances for fuelwood, fodder, and
thatch. This frees both men and women to concentrate on other
income-generating activities, while also allowing for improved
childcare. Ngitili have helped to lessen the need for agro-pastoralists
to move long distances to seek grazing during the dry season. This
has reduced livestock theft and disease. Private enclosures also
lessen the impacts of severe dry periods and droughts, thereby
enhancing the resilience of the overall system.
The sustained success of the HASHI experiment has raised the
profile and importance of both village government institutions
and traditional Sukuma authorities. Devolution of control and
responsibility to the village level has been a demonstrably important
factor in the success of HASHI. Over time, this led to increasing
recognition, both in policy and practice, of the importance of village
and traditional institutions in the sustainable management of
natural resources.
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Table 4: Value of ngitili products used by households in Bukombe District (2004)
Ngitili product

% households using product in
surveyed villages

Average annual household value
(domestic use and sales) (USD)

59
64
29
36
21
14
7
36
36
7
36
7
29
43
14
7

71.74
13.09
2.87
8.97
34.04
2.39
0.72
0.48
2.87
10.76
2.15
1.15
2.15
2.87
1,021.60
12.91
USD 1,190.77

Timber
Fuelwood
Poles
Withies (willow stems)
Water
Honey
Bush Meat
Edible Insects
Mushrooms
Medicinal plants
Thatching materials
Fodder
Vegetables
Fruits
Carpentry
Pottery
Total economic value, per household, per year
Source: Monela et al, IUCN, 2004.

Wigelekeko Village: a case study

sells excess water to outsiders. In 2001, such sales raised USD 250
for community development. To reduce demand on the community
ngitili, two-thirds of villagers have also planted trees on their farms,
averaging 100 saplings per hectare.

Wigelekeko village in the Maswa District of Shinyanga provides a
case study for the success of ngitili-based conservation efforts. By
the mid-1980s, overgrazing and land clearance for cotton fields had
resulted in dry-season shortages of wood products, fodder, and
water for the village’s 408 households. With HASHI guidance, the
village initially set aside a total of 157 hectares of degraded land
in communal and individual ngitili. Grazing and tree-cutting was
banned in the communal ngitili for five years, and villagers grazed
their cattle only in individually owned ngitili.

POLICY IMPACTS
As a project of the Tanzanian government, the HASHI experiment
helped to offer detailed insight into the role of biodiversity
conservation as a key component of livelihood security and poverty
reduction, and as an important facet of Tanzania’s development
efforts as a whole.

When the ban ended, the communal enclosure had been regenerated
with trees and shrubs. The village government and HASHI field
officers then drew up a simple management system that allowed for
controlled collection of firewood through tree pruning and limited
dry-season grazing. Farmers were allowed to grow food crops in
small patches, but with strict soil conservation measures. Protection
of the communal ngitili was carried out through Sungusungu and
communally agreed village by-laws.
In 1997, the villagers decided to expand the enclosure by 20 hectares
in order to build a small reservoir to store water for domestic and
livestock use. Each household contributed USD 4 to build the dam,
which was completed in 1998. A year later, the reservoir was providing
water continuously, with the value of its domestic water supply
estimated at USD 26,500 a year. Water for livestock contributed even
more value: an estimated USD 92,500 per year for sustaining about
1,900 cattle. In 2000, fishing was introduced in the reservoir, further
contributing to local livelihood security. A Wigelekeko water users
group manages the dam and, with the village assembly’s approval,

HASHI acted as a precursor to policy changes in Tanzania that have
facilitated community management of natural resources. In 1998,
Tanzania approved its revised forest policy, which placed a strong
emphasis on participatory management and decentralisation. This
adopted the principle of incorporating biodiversity conservation
in management plans for multiple-use forests. Local communities
were encouraged to participate in the management of forests,
setting aside degraded forest areas to be sustainably managed. This
was subsequently reinforced in the 2002 Forest Act.

Land tenure: a critical enabling factor
One threat to the spread of the ngitili system was their ambiguous
position in Tanzanian land tenure law. Tenure insecurity, or perceived
tenure insecurity, had acted to limit expectations of private
enclosures during the 1990s, and has continued to undermine the
chances of the HASHI project being successfully replicated in other
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regions of the country. Although ngitili were formally recorded and
registered by village governments under the HASHI project, their
tenure status remains unclear under present Tanzanian law.

triggering disputes within the community. In some cases, boundary
surveys have helped to obtain legally watertight communal and
individual land title deeds. Nevertheless, pressures on land from
rising human and livestock populations have made land tenure
disputes and conflicts over grazing rights more likely to occur.

Villages commonly hold a village title deed to all the land within
village borders, while households receive a subsidiary title to their
privately owned farmland with the village assembly’s approval. The
remaining land is designated as communal village land, under the
management of the village government. These communal lands can
be used for communal ngitili, but it is not always clear what basis the
designation of a village ngitili has in law, and therefore what property
rights pertain. One way in which this has hampered conservation
efforts is by restricting attempts to formally protect land: village
governments and assemblies are wary of officially designating ngitili
as protected areas due to fears that the state may appropriate these
areas and manage them as public land at the district or national
levels.

Tanzania’s Land Policy of 1997 and Land and Village Land Acts of
1999 went some way to providing an enabling framework to help
villages obtain village title deeds, and individuals obtain title deeds
within village land, actively supporting the formal establishment of
ngitili. These policy changes empowered village governments to
enact village by-laws to protect their ngitili, using traditional rules
and village guards. Designating in law the specific ownership and
use-rights that pertain to communal ngitili within the overall system
of village-owned land would help to further address the tenure
problem. Formally recognizing individual and family-owned ngitili
under Tanzanian law as a separate land management category
would also help in scaling up replication of the ngitili system.

Tenure issues can also interfere with establishing ngitili on private
land. Private landowners who don’t have secure rights to their
land have been reluctant to establish or expand ngitili for fear of
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Sustainability and Replication

SUSTAINABILITY

is one of many community-based organizations promoting fuelefficient stoves, both among its own members and in neighbouring
villages.

The HASHI project came to an end in 2004, to be replaced by the
Natural Forest Resources Management and Agroforestry Centre
(NAFRAC), based in Shinyanga. Its core activities have continued,
however, demonstrating the high degree of sustainability, local
ownership, and capacity that had been built during its eighteen-year
lifespan.

A recent study has highlighted the potential of Shinyanga’s
woodlands to store carbon, and a four-year project, managed by
Tanzania Traditional Energy Development and Environmental
Organization (TaTEDO), with technical input from Development
Associates Ltd (DASS), is currently exploring how local communities
could benefit from the funds that are likely to be made available for
projects through Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation (REDD+) schemes.

During the lifetime of the project, several efforts were made to ‘scaleup’ the activities introduced by HASHI staff and researchers from
the World Agroforestry Centre. As a result, the project eventually
benefitted tens of thousands of farming families. Since 2004, local
government staff have continued to promote agroforestry and
sustainable land management. In Shinyanga District, ‘champion
farmers’ have been identified in each ward and provided with
technical advice and materials. Since 1998, over 150 teachers
have also been trained to promote environmental issues in local
schools, supported by the District Natural Resources Officer. Two
other regions, Mwanza and Tabora, began adapting and replicating
HASHI’s empowerment methods for natural resource conservation.

Tanzania also recently launched a new initiative to transform the
country’s agricultural sector, called “Kilimo Kwanza” (Agriculture
First.) This aims to increase the allocation of funds for agriculture,
encourage greater private sector investment, and made good use of
science and technology to support the agricultural transformation
of dryland areas. It has been suggested that this project will draw
heavily on the lessons learned from the HASHI experiment, helping
to prolong and broaden its impact in dryland agro-pastoralism in
Tanzania.

One of the principal reasons for the durability of the ngitili system is
that it continues to bring tangible economic rewards to the region’s
agro-pastoralists. Woodlots have proved profitable; ngitili for
fodder yield benefits for pastoralism; and the introduction of new
agroforestry technologies such as fodder banks and grafted fruit
orchards has increased family incomes.

Environmental and social challenges
There are several factors which could impede the continued success,
scaling-up, and replication of the ngitili system, however. Chief
among these is rapid population growth, which has threatened to
undo much of work of the HASHI project. In 1988, the population
of Shinyanga Region was 1.77 million. By 2002, it had reached 2.8
million. Population growth is thought to have continued at around
2.9% per year, making it likely that there are at least 3 million people
living in the region, or 70% more human beings in Shinyanga than
there were when the project began. The number of livestock has also
increased at a similar rate.

Energy, carbon and agriculture linkages
New projects have also helped to enhance the continued impact of
forest restoration. Local government departments have promoted
the use of fuel-efficient stoves. This has helped to take pressure
off the woodland resources, as well as reduce the amount of time
families spend searching for firewood. Upendo Women’s Group
12

Given this context, the success of HASHI appears more significant,
but the continued growth of the rural population has seen the
exploitation and degradation of many areas of ngitili. This challenge
is compounded by an upward trend in human-wildlife conflict,
especially in the form of crop damage. One effect of population
growth and the increasing demand for land is the growth in
unregulated sales of individually-owned ngitili. There are also
increasing numbers of cases of fathers dividing their ngitili plots
between sons, reducing the size and productivity of the plots.
Farmers in Maswa District, for instance, reported in 2004 that the
diminishing size of their individual ngitili had forced them to graze
only the neediest animals during the dry season. These trends
may harm household and community resilience to unpredictable
weather patterns and other climate-related challenges.

PARTNERS
•
•
•
•

Government of the United Republic of Tanzania: initiated the
project in 1986 under President Julius Nyerere
Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD):
provided long-term funding support for the HASHI programme
International Centre for Research in Agroforestry (ICRAF – World
Agroforestry Centre): provided technical and scientific advice
and support to HASHI field officers
Village and district government authorities
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